sweb® Interface ‘Ticket Management’

Centrally manage ticket-specific information with one interface that connects various sources (such as vehicle presence, assigned tariff rate or externally linked sales transactions). Also, link the sweb interface from systems like your ERP (enterprise resource planning) to your parking system to more accurately track a variety of external sales, from car washes to customers’ snack foods. Best yet, your guests can pay these transactions together with their parking fees at any of the parking system’s point of sales, whether at kiosks or cashier desks.

Streamline your Operations

The interface connects third parties to your system, to enhance your incoming operational data (such as ERP, building or airport management systems) with ticketing information from your parking system.

Full Control and Oversight

Keep control through the entire integration of the sweb® Interface into your parking system and your business and audit processes. You allow who interacts and integrates with your parking system.

Quick & Simple Integration

Benefit from the simplicity of interfaces to centrally connect your parking sites. The operational structure is clear and transparent for you, as cost occurs based on interface utilization. If you want to increase usage (or lessen) with the interface, you may do so at any time.

Central Hosting & Highly Secure

Cloud-based, centralized hosting gives you maintenance-free and always up to date automatic version updates. Benefit from high availability and reliability with your systems.